
Bledlow Ridge 1s v Challow and Childrey 2s (Away) 
 

Saturday 5th May 2018 
 

-------=------- 
 

Ridge end fallow run at Challow 
 

RIDGEBEARS BANK ON A BANKER FOR RUNS 

 

Birdseye and Gilet in WhatsApp Wars 
 

-------=------- 
C&CCC: 226-6 (50 overs) 
BRCC:    230-7 (45.2 overs) 
 
Won by 3 wickets 
 
 
“That’s a Lockheed Lightning Rolfey…” exclaimed Brooksie as he spotted a WWII war plane 
suspended above the road on the Wantage By-Pass. 
 
That was our fourth by-pass having already by-passed Wallingford, Wallington and Didcot as 
part of Brooksie’s master plan to avoid any unknown delays in the City of Oxford area. 
 
“…Though it might be a Lockheed Martin, or perhaps it’s a Vought Corsair or even a 
Brewster Buffalo – don’t you know your warplanes Rolfey?”. I had passed his parakeet test 
at Stoke Green the week before but now I stood accused of warplane ignorance and, faced 
with four choices, remained silent. 
 
Ben Keeping called half an hour into our journey to announce he was just setting off having 
had to take a child, or a wife, or a nanny or even a horse or a horse’s nanny to the doctor. 
He weighed up the odds, took the Oxford route after all and arrived just after we did. 
 
As beautiful grounds go, Challow’s is up there with Long Marston and Aston Rowant. We 
lost the toss and fielded in extreme heat, reflecting – as it were – on the President’s 
prediction in April that the first round of the league season would be put back to 8th 
September on account of waterlogged pitches. 
 
After Dakes and Ben Hillarious had opened with a side-splitting spell conceding just 22 runs 
off 10 overs, Dakes replaced himself with The World’s Greatest Banker (WGB) who brushed 



back time and his hair and bowled his first competitive overs for five years since his Fake 
Shoulder Injury. An over later and Dakes tried some Left Arm Slow Taggart and was 
surprised how slowly it was possible for a human to bowl. 
 
WGB attempted a tight fiscal policy to begin with but did offer the batsmen some cheap 
credit under the strict interpretation of wides within the 50/50 format we were playing. 
Unfortunately for him he got one of the openers out and No3 and Captain Alex Lynch began 
to take advantage of some loose quantitative easing so WGB was replaced by Allan who 
showed what left arm bowling is all about. 
 
Allan bowled one, then once again showed his trust in Hollywood who caught his third catch 
off Allan in three matches. 
 
C&CCC (I rather like that abbreviation or “abbrv”) began to build up a good score with a 
partnership of over 100 between Lynch and C Robson whose main contribution was to 
provide a lot of other Robsons to the C&CCC team. 
 
Allan bowled in partnership with Fats (aka Simon Martin) who went through his range of 
vintage steam engine noises, occasionally letting off steam by telling the batsmen both how 
lucky they were and how well they were playing, at the same time. 
 
The batsmen did test HairBear with a couple of up-and-unders and we learnt that more 
research is necessary, then Mr Lynch offered a humorous chance to Ben Hillarious who 
dropped a giggler as they say. 
 
Allan took 2-33 off his 10 in a fine spell. Fats eventually dismissed both batsmen in qujck 
succession: a kind of domino effect (Fats Domino?) and Lynch was particularly unlucky to be 
caught Dakin bowled Fats. “What are the chances of that?” 
 
Captain Birdseye is taking to this captaincy stuff very well and showed great experience in 
bringing himself back on once the dangermen had disappeared. He and Hillarious, now on 
for Fats whose boiler had finally run out of water, pegged C&CCC to 226-6 off their allotted 
50 overs with Dakes 1-24 off 10 and Ben 0-40. Taggart bowled 0-23 off a mean, stingy 8 
overs as you’d expect. 
 
Taggart who seemed to be enjoying himself in as much as that is possible, remarked how 
much friendlier opposing teams seem to be now that he is no longer captain. He also 
mentioned that he had never been able to decide which came first: the chicken or the egg. 
 
We were quickly 12-3. A traditional start saw RolfeDog, HairBear and Hollywood back in the 
pavilion. Dakes with 20 began to restore order to the markets then The Rapier Keeping 
(WGB) was joined by the Cudgel Brooks, like Robin joining Batman to save the world. 
 
Ben started with some phishing outside the off stump but soon settled into some fine 
smoothing both straight, through mid-off and mid-wicket as boundaries became mere 
commodities.  
 



Brooksie was a little more agricultural as suits a country boy and certainly showed austerity 
early on but progressed and extended his account by clearing (clearing – geddit?) the 
boundary with two big sixes.   
 
As the target came closer Brooksie then made a bid for a single without factoring in the 
speed of the fielder and this call was shorted by The World’s Greatest Banker at the other 
end so that Brooksie’s innings was foreclosed for 43. 
 
One of the features of 50/50 cricket is that a minimum of five bowlers is required and 
C&CCC gave lengthy spells to their youngsters including a left-arm seamer with a huge 
engine and two leg-spinners. The WGB had reached 98, only two short of an annuity, and 
was facing a leggie whereupon Fats on the boundary exclaimed “OMG if you were on 98 this 
is the sort of bowler you’d want to be facing”. The WGB gave it the ‘charge’ (geddit) but 
extended his overdraft with the result that the leggie comfortably cleared the batsman’s 
debts.  “LOL” is all I can say to that. 
 
We were six down with Birdy and Fats at the crease - bags of experience for this situation 
though Birdy, to our surprise was beaten in flight (unusual for a Bird), which allowed Fats 
and Hillarious to tickle us home much as Pooh and Piglet might have done if this was a 
children’s story. 
 
We learnt that someone from Cheshire had batted rather well for 56no for the 2s and there 
were rumours of PlonkerGate in which Captain Birdseye and Gilet the Filet each called the 
other a Plonker via WhatsApp: Birdseye for reminding Gilet the Filet a draw was not possible 
in 50/50, and Gilet the Filet for telling BIrdseye they weren’t playing 50/50 so the 2s could 
draw if they wanted to, thank you very much.  Something fishy was going on. 
 
And so to the prospect of a boring trip back with Brooksie. I suggested going through 
Wantage town centre this time so we could see the statue of King Alfred the Great. “What 
the one who got an arrow in his eye?” Brooksie replied. 
 
OMG! Gawd help us. 
 
I lost the will and so we drove past that warplane on the Wantage by-pass once again and I 
realised this could have been a Messerschmitt for all Brooksie knew. 
 
RolfeDog. 
 
 
Angela Merkel is not available for comment 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 


